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1. Introduction

The enumeration of all patterns that satisfies a given predicate in a given
context is at the core of the data mining field and has numerous applications in
various domain such as biology, software engineering or social networks. The fact
that the number of solutions of an enumeration problem often being exponential
in the size of the input, the complexity of enumeration algorithms is measured
according to the size of both input and output. Also, it is essential that the list
does not contain duplicates. The mining of frequent subsequences has already
been studied and efficient algorithms have been found [1, 2, 6].

In this paper, we develop a generic algorithm for sequence mining that does
not appear in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. We consider that
a pattern in a sequence is a multiset of words that partitions the sequence.
The notion of partition involves the shuffle product operator [10]. Using addi-
tional predicates, this notion of pattern can be used for frequent subwords and
subsequences mining. Without additional predicates, we obtain a new kind of
pattern that might find some use in the future. Given a word w defined over a
finite alphabet Σ, we study the generation problem of all the possible ways to
partition w into a multiset of subwords. Since a subword appears several time,
these partitions are called multisets of words on Σ.

We focus on developing an algorithm to enumerate all frequent multisets that
partition a given word. The naive strategy of enumerating all partitions of an
input word and check whether the obtained multiset satisfies all the predicates
is not a good one: the number of partitions might be exponentially greater than
the number of solutions. Also, this strategy does not avoid redundancy, unless
the algorithm stores every solution in order to compare them and therefore
has an exponential space complexity. Our idea is the following: we define the
transition graph Tw whose vertices are multisets and arcs are transitions between
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frequent multisets. We show that Tw is a directed acyclic graph and moreover
we describe its covering tree. We also propose an algorithm that traverse this
covering tree and enumerates all solutions without redundancy.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the definitions of
some notions that will be used in this paper. In Section 3, we introduce all the
different predicates that be will be considered on multisets of words. The central
predicate uses the notion of shuffle product to decide if a multiset is a pattern
in the input word. The manipulation of the shuffle product is motivated by
the NP-completeness results that already exists for this operator, but also the
intuition that our definitions and proofs are more elegant using this tool. Using
additional predicates, we show that multiset can be used to encode classical
pattern such as frequent subwords. In Section 4.3 we describe the transition
graph of all the solutions and show it admits a covering tree. Also, we detail
how this graph should be manipulated according to different predicates. In
Section 5, we describe the algorithm to exhaustively generate all solutions and
we give its worst-case complexity.

2. Definitions

An alphabet Σ is a finite set of letters. A word defined over Σ is a sequence of
letters that belongs to Σ. The set of all words over Σ is noted Σ∗ and the set
of all non-empty words is Σ+. Let w be a word and a ∈ Σ a letter, |w| denotes
the word’s length and ‖w‖a is the number of letters a in w. Let w and v be two
words over an alphabet Σ. The word v is a subword of w if there exists u ∈ Σ∗

such that

w = u1v1 . . . umvm with u = u1 . . . um, v = . . . vm and ui, vi ∈ Σ∗ for all i ≥ m

The word v is a subsequence of w if there exists two words u1, u2 ∈ Σ∗ such
that w = u1vu2. We recall the notion of military order [3] , or graduated
lexicographical order, on words. Let v and w be two distinct words defined over
Σ. We have

v <mil w ⇐⇒











|v| < |w|

or

|v| = |w| and v <lex w

where <lex is the classical lexicographical order.
A multiset is a set where elements can appear several times. In Singh et

al. [8], the authors give an overview on multisets and their applications. We

recall that a multiset M of words is a pair 〈X, f〉 such that X ∈ 2Σ
+

is the
underlying set of words of M and f : Σ+ 7→ N is a function that associates with
each word its multiplicity in M , which means that for all words w ∈ Σ+, we
have

X = {w ∈ Σ+ | f(w) > 0}.

A multiset 〈X, f〉 can also be seen as a set of pairs (v, i) such that v ∈ X and
i = f(v). We note M the set of all multisets of words over an alphabet Σ.
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Definition 1. Let M1 = 〈X, f〉 and M2 = 〈Y, g〉 be two multisets. The multiset
sum of two multisets M1 and M2, noted M1 ⊕M2, is the multiset M = 〈Z, h〉
defined as follows:

• Z = X ∪ Y ,

• for all z ∈ Z, we have h(z) = f(z) + g(z).

Definition 2. Let M1 = 〈X, f〉 and M2 = 〈Y, g〉 be two multisets. The multiset
difference of two multiset M1 and M2, noted M1 ⊖ M2, is the multiset M =
〈X,h〉 defined as follows :

• for all x ∈ X, we have h(z) = max{f(z)− g(z), 0}.

3. Constraints on multisets of words

In this section, we present a list of predicates on multisets of words that will
be compatible with our generator. We explain how the conjunction of certain
predicates allows to obtain a generator for classical sequence patterns, such
as frequent subsequences or frequent subwords. We distinguish two kinds of
predicates:

• those who involve a test on the input.

• those who can be tested independently from the input word in order to
trim the search space.

3.1. The generic input-dependant constraint

In this paper, a pattern in a sequence is a multiset of words that forms a
partition of the input word. The notion of partition we introduce here involve
the shuffle product operator. Partitions of a sequence using multisets of words is
a generalization of classical pattern notions, as we will later detail. The shuffle
product of two sets of words X and Y defined over Σ is defined as follows:

X ⊔⊔Y = {z ∈ Σ∗ | ∃n ∈ N∗, z = u1v1 · · ·unvn with

u = u1 · · ·un, u ∈ X, v = v1 · · · vn, v ∈ Y

and ui, vi ∈ Σ∗, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

One could say that the shuffle product of two sets X and Y is the set of possible
ways to sparsely insert a word u ∈ X in a word v ∈ Y . As stated in the
introduction, we use this operator for the purpose of later proofs. To simplify
notations, we consider that the shuffle product of two words u and v is equal to
the shuffle product of sets {u} and {v}. The shuffle product can be extended in
several ways. We have:

⊔⊔k+1 w = (⊔⊔k w) ⊔⊔w and ⊔⊔0w = ε
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and for all sets of m words X = {w1, w2, . . . , wm},

⊔⊔

X = w1 ⊔⊔w2 ⊔⊔ · · · ⊔⊔wm

Let w and v be two words on an alphabet Σ. The word v is said to be a
subword of w if and only if there exists a word u ∈ Σ∗ such that w ∈ v ⊔⊔u.

A set X = {w1, . . . , wm} of subwords of a word w is said to be a partition
of w if and only if w ∈

⊔⊔

X . Clearly partitions of words are different from
partitions of multisets.

We now extend the shuffle product to multisets of words. Let M = 〈X, f〉 be
a multiset,

⊔⊔

M is the set of words obtained by the following shuffle product:

⊔⊔

M =
⊔⊔

v∈X

(⊔⊔f(v) v).

Definition 3. A multiset of words M partitions a word w if

w ∈
⊔⊔

M.

Example 1. Let w = babcbcaab be a word over {a, b, c}. The multiset {(a, 3), (bcb, 2)}
partitions w, since we have

⊔⊔3 a = {aaa}, bbcbcb ∈ ⊔⊔2 bcb and w ∈ aaa ⊔⊔ bbcbcb.

Definition 4. Let P be a set of predicates and w ∈ Σ∗ an input word. A
multiset M = 〈X, f〉 is (w,P )-valid if and only if :

1. M satisfies all the predicates in P .

2. M partitions w.

We note Mw,P the set of all (w,P )-valid multisets.

Problem: Generic Sequence Mining.

Input :

– an alphabet Σ,

– a word w ∈ Σ+,

– a set of predicates P .

Output : all (w,P )-valid multisets.

To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no algorithm that enumer-
ates such kind of pattern. Though, as we will see, multisets of words are a
generalization of common patterns in the sequence mining field.
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Parametrization. Here we introduce the first predicate that allows to parametrize
the mining problem. Let 〈X, f〉 be a multiset that partitions a word w ∈
Σ∗. Therefore, there exists a partition of the set {1, . . . , |w|}, noted P (M,w),
such that each part Pi ∈ P (M,w), with Pi = {pos1, . . . , pos|Pi|}, is asso-
ciated to the i − th word of M in the military order, noted vi, such that
vi = wpos1wpos2 . . . wpos|Pi |

.

Example 2. As we saw in the previous example, the multiset {(a, 3), (bcb, 2)}
partitions w = b1a2b3c4b5c6a7a8b9. The partition {{2}, {7}, {8}, {1, 4, 5}, {3, 6, 9}}
indicates the position of each letter of each subword in the multiset of words.

The distance predicate. Let pdist : M× Σ∗ × N 7→ {0, 1} be the distance pred-
icate. For a fixed multiset M , a word w and an integer d ∈ N∗, Pdist(M,w, d)
is true if and only if there exist a partition P (M,w) such that for each part
P ∈ P (w,M) and each i < |P |, we have posi+d ≥ posi+1, with posi, posi+1 ∈ P .

In other words, the predicate pdist ensures that the distance in the input
word between the events of a subwords is bounded by a value d. If d is equal
to 1, then pdist checks whether w is partitioned by a multiset of subsequences
instead of subwords.

3.2. Input-independent constraints

In this section we present a collection of predicates that are can be useful
in practical sequence mining problems. We show that, using a conjunction
of those predicates, we obtain classical problems such as frequent subword or
subsequence mining. The predicates introduced here exclusively deal with the
words in the multisets. We consider that words of length 1 in a multiset of
words only play a role of regulator, that is to say that they guarantee that the
multisets are w-candidates. Thus the predicates we describe only apply on the
words of length greater than 1. Though, if required, it is easy to adapt the
definitions so the predicates include words of length 1.

The frequency predicate.. The frequency of a pattern is defined as its minimum
number of occurrences in a given input. It is one of the most common and most
studied predicates [1, 2, 4, 5].

Let Σ be an alphabet and threshold : Σ 7→ N a function that associates to
each letter of the alphabet a threshold that must be satisfied for a multiset of
word to be a candidate. Thus, the function threshold can be extended to words
the following way

∀v ∈ Σ∗, threshold(v) = max{threshold(a)|a ∈ v}

Knowing that given events are much more frequent than others, to fix a
frequency for each letter is a way to reduce the search space.

For a fixed k-letter alphabet, let pfreq : M× Nk 7→ {0, 1} be the frequency
constraint such that for all multiset 〈X, f〉, we have

pfreq(〈X, f〉, threshold) =

{

1, if for all word v ∈ X \ Σ, f(v) ≥ threshold(v)

0, otherwise
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The predicate on number of words.. Let pnb : M×{≤,≥,=, <,>}×N 7→ {0, 1}
be the number constraint such that for a multiset 〈X, f〉, a relation R ∈ {≤,≥
,=, <,>} and an integer bound we have:

pnb(〈X, f〉, R, bound) =

{

1, if
(

∑

v∈X\Σ f(v)
)

R bound

0, otherwise

The length predicate.. It is possible to output only multisets of words whose
length have a minimum or a maximum value.

Let plength : M×{≤,≥,=, <,>}×N 7→ {0, 1} be the length constraint such
that for a multiset 〈X, f〉, a relation R ∈ {≤,≥,=, <,>} and an integer bound,
we have:

plength(〈X, f〉, R, bound) =

{

1, if for all v ∈ X \ Σ, |v| R bound

0, otherwise

Classical sequence mining.. Most mining algorithms on sequence enumerates
frequent subsequences or subwords in an input sequence.

The problem of generating frequent subwords in a word w ∈ Σ∗ that satisfies
a quorum q is equivalent to the generation of (w,P )-valid multisets of words M
such that P contains the following predicates:

• pnb(M,=, 1),

• pfreq(M, threshold) with threshold(a) = q for all a ∈ Σ.

Example 3. For the given word w = babcbcab and a quorum q = 2, the set
of frequent subwords is: {a, b, c, ab, ba, bb, bc, cb, bab, bcb}. This result can be en-
coded with multisets. Thus, we obtain:

{ {(a, 2), (b, 4), (c, 2)}, {(b, 2), (c, 2), (ab, 2)}, {(b, 2), (c, 2), (ba, 2)},

{(a, 2), (c, 2), (bb, 2)}, {(a, 2), (b, 2), (bc, 2)}, {(a, 2), (b, 2), (cb, 2)},

{(c, 2), (bab, 2)}, {(a, 2), (bcb, 2)} }

The problem of generating frequent subsequences requires to add the predi-
cate pdist(M,w, 1). The generation of frequent subsequence with wildcards can
be dealt using the predicate pdist with distance greater than 1. The distance
is then equal to the maximum number of wildcards between each letter of a
subsequence.

Restriction to a regular language.. In [9], the authors study the mining of fre-
quent sequence satisfying a regular expression.

Let A be the set of finite automata and A ∈ A be an automaton recognizing
a regular language LA. One could consider only multisets of words 〈X, f〉 such
that X ⊆ LA.
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Let plang : M×A 7→ {0, 1} be the language predicate such that for a fixed
automaton A ∈ A and a multiset 〈X, f〉, we have:

plang(〈X, f〉, A) =

{

1, if X \ Σ ⊆ LA

0, otherwise.

Automata can be used to describe rules such as: in each word of length
greater than 1, an event b has to be preceded by a sequence of event a∗c.

In the following section, we define a transition graph Tw whose vertices
are multisets and arcs are transitions between multisets. We show that Tw

is a directed acyclic graph and moreover we describe its covering tree. We
also propose an algorithm that traverse this covering tree and enumerates all
solutions without redundancy.

4. The transition Graph

Definition 5. Let M = 〈X, f〉 be a multiset, w ∈ Σ+ be a word and P a set of
predicates. We say that M is a w-candidate if and only if

for all a ∈ Σ,
∑

v∈X

(f(v)× ‖v‖a) = ‖w‖a.

Note that w-candidates are exactly the partitions of the word w when words
are considered as a bag of letters. Also if a multiset satisfies the Property 2 of
Definition 4 for a fixed word w, then this multiset is also a w-candidate.

We note Mw the set of all w-candidates.
In this remainder of this paper we define a graph whose vertices are w-

candidates and derive an algorithm to search this graph.
We describe an operation on multisets, in order to define a transition relation

between w-candidates.

Definition 6. Let M = 〈X, f〉 be a multiset of words on an alphabet Σ, v ∈ X
be a non-empty word, a ∈ X ∩Σ be a letter and i ∈ N∗. We define the multiset
extend(M, v, a, i) obtained by applying the following operations:

extend(M, v, a, i) = M⊕{(va, i)} ⊖ {(v, i)} ⊖ {(a, i)}

In other words, to extend a multiset of words consist in suppressing i oc-
currences of the words a and v and adding i occurrences of the word va. Note
that, given a w-candidate M = 〈X, f〉, if i is less than f(a) and f(v), then the
multiset extend(M, v, a, i) is also a w-candidate.

For a fixed word w, we define the transition graph Tw = (Mw, Ew) is the
directed graph defined as follows:

• its set of vertices Mw is the set of all w-candidates,

• there is an edge (M1,M2) ∈ Ew if there exists an integer i, a word v and
a letter a that belongs to the underlying set of words of M1, such that
M2 = extend(M1, v, a, i).
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{(a,2) ,(b,2)}

{(b,2) ,(aa,1)} {(a,1),(b,1),(ab,1)}

{(ab ,2)}

{(a,1),(b,1),(ba,1)}

{(ba ,2)}

{(a,2),(bb,1)}

{(b,1) , (aab,1)} {(aa,1) , (bb,1)} {(ab,1) , (ba,1)}{(b,1) , (aba,1)} {(a,1) , (abb,1)} {(b,1) , (baa,1)} {(a,1) , (bab,1)} {(a,1) , (bba,1)}

{(aabb,1)} {(bbaa ,1)}{(abab ,1)} {(abba ,1)} {(baab ,1)} {(baba ,1)}

Figure 1: The transition graph associated to the word w = abab.

In the following section, we show the following properties of Tw:

• the transition graph is acyclic and its diameter is bounded by |w|.

• we describe a covering tree for the transition graph.

• the set of multisets M such that w ∈
⊔⊔

M forms a subtree of the covering
tree.

• we detail how the covering tree can be trimmed according to additional
predicates.

Lemma 1. The graph Tw is acyclic and its diameter is bounded by |w|.

Proof. Recall that there exists an edge (M1,M2) ∈ Ew in the transition graph
if and only if there exists a word w, a letter a and an integer i such that
M2 = extend(M1, v, a, i). The number of occurrences of the letter a in M2 is
strictly less that the number of occurrences of the letter a in M1. Therefore if
there exists a path from a multiset 〈X, f〉 to a multiset 〈Y, g〉 in the transition
graph, then there exists a letter a ∈ X ∩ Σ such that f(a) > g(a). Therefore
〈X, f〉 6= 〈Y, g〉 and the transition graph is acyclic. Also, since the sum of the
number of occurrences of each letter in a w-candidate is bounded by |w|, the
longest path in the transition graph is bounded by |w|. This concludes the
proof.

4.1. Covering Tree

In the following, we characterize a particular multiset named M0
w and a

subset of transitions Fw ⊆ Ew. We prove that Fw forms a covering tree for Tw,
whose root is M0

w.

Definition 7. Let w ∈ Σ+ be a word, q ∈ N∗ a quorum, M = 〈X, f〉 a w-
candidate, v ∈ X a word of M , a ∈ X ∩ Σ be a letter. We define the set of
integers Iw(M, v, a) as:

Iw(M, v, a) = {i | extend(M, v, a, i) ∈ Mw}
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Definition 8. Let Fw ⊆ Ew be a set of edges such that for all multisets
〈X, f〉, 〈Y, g〉 ∈ M, the edge (〈X, f〉, 〈Y, g〉) is in Fw if there exist a word v ∈ X,
a letter a ∈ X and an integer i such that:

• 〈Y, g〉 = extend(〈X, f〉, v, a, i),

• va = maxmil(Y ),

• i = min(Iw(〈X, f〉, v, a)).

Note that using the proper data structures, it can be determined in constant
time whether va is maximal in the military order and min(I(〈X, f〉, v, a, P ))
can be computed in constant time.
We define the multiset M0

w as follow:

• its underlying set of words is Σ on which w is defined,

• for each letter a ∈ Σ, the multiplicity of a in M0
w is equal to ‖w‖a.

M0
w is the only w-candidate whose underlying set of words contains only

letters. Indeed, given a multiset 〈X, f〉 different from M0
w, if X ( Σ, then it is

not a w-candidate. Also, if X = Σ, then there exists a letter a ∈ X such that
f(a) 6= ‖w‖a and then the multiset is not a w-candidate either.

Lemma 2. For all multiset M2 = 〈X, f〉 such that M2 ∈ Mw \M0
w, there exists

a unique multiset M1 ∈ Mw such that (M1,M2) ∈ Fw.

Proof. First of all, the operation extend returns a multiset that contains at least
a word of length 2, therefore M0

w cannot be obtained from another multiset.
Then for all multisets M = 〈X, f〉 ∈ Mw \ M0

w, there exists a word va of
length at least 2 such that va = maxmil(Y ) and there is at least one w-candidate
M ′ ∈ Mw and such that M = extend(M ′, v, a, f(va)). Note that v and a are
uniquely defined.

Let 〈Y, g〉, 〈Z, h〉 ∈ Mw be two multisets such that (〈Y, g〉,M) ∈ Fw and
(〈Z, h〉,M) ∈ Fw. Let’s now suppose that 〈Y, g〉 6= 〈Z, h〉. For all word u ∈
X \ {v, a, va}, we have g(u) = h(u), since the operator extend only modifies the
number of occurrences of words a, v and va. Therefore if 〈Y, g〉 6= 〈Z, h〉, then
we have g(va) 6= h(va), or g(v) 6= h(v), or g(a) 6= h(a).

If g(va) = h(va), then either g(a) 6= h(a) or g(v) 6= h(v). We have i =
min(Iw(〈Y, g〉, v, a)) = min(Iw(〈Z, h〉, v, a)) since g(va)+ i = h(va)+ i = f(va).
Though, either g(a)−i 6= h(a)−i or g(v)−i 6= h(v)−i, which is a contradiction.

If g(va) < h(va) < f(va), then g(a) > h(a) > f(a) and g(v) > h(v) > f(a).
Therefore the integer i such that M = extend(〈Y, g〉, v, a, i) is not the minimal
value in Iw(〈Y, g〉, v, a). This is also a contradiction.

This concludes the proof since we cannot have 〈Y, g〉 6= 〈Z, h〉.

Corollary 1. For a fixed word w and a quorum q, the subset Fw forms a
covering tree for the transition graph Tw. Its root is M0

w and its height is at
most |w|.
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Proof. Recall that according to Lemma 1, Tw is acyclic and its longest path
is of length less than |w|. Also according to Lemma 2, for all multisets M ∈
Mw \M0

w, there exists a unique multiset M ′ and unique words v and a such that
(M ′,M) ∈ Fw. Moreover, there is no multiset M ∈ Mw such that (M,M0

w) ∈
Fw. Therefore, there exists a unique path from M0

w to any multiset M and this
path is of length at most |w|. This concludes the proof.

4.2. An antimonotonic predicate

In the following lemma, we show that the set of multisets M such that
w ∈

⊔⊔

M forms a subtree of the covering tree.

Lemma 3. Let w be a non-empty word. For all multisets M1,M2 ∈ Mw such
that (M1,M2) ∈ Ew, if w ∈

⊔⊔

M2 is then w ∈
⊔⊔

M1.

Proof. Given a multiset M , a word v and a letter a, we have

va ∈ v ⊔⊔a

=⇒
(

⊔⊔

M ⊔⊔va
)

⊂
(

⊔⊔

M ⊔⊔v ⊔⊔a
)

.

By induction, for all integers i ∈ I(M, q, v, a),
(

⊔⊔

M ⊔⊔i va
)

⊂
(

⊔⊔

M ⊔⊔i v ⊔⊔i a
)

,

which can be rewritten as follow:
(

⊔⊔

M⊕{(va, i)} ⊖ {(v, i)} ⊖ {(a, i)}
)

⊂
⊔⊔

M

w ∈
⊔⊔

extend(M, v, a, i) =⇒ w ∈
⊔⊔

M

This result is useful in two ways. First of all, if a multiset M does not
partition the word w, then there is no need to check all multisets that can be
reached by M in the covering tree. A multiset M is more specific than a multiset
M ′ if M ′ can be reached from M in the covering tree. A multiset that partitions
w is said to be maximal if and only if there is no more specific multiset that
partitions w. The set of maximal multisets contains as much information as the
set of all multisets that partitions w and the first one can be used to retrieve the
second one. Therefore, one could be interested in listing only maximal multisets
in order to reduce the quantity of information to analyse afterwards.

Figure 4.2 shows an example of the covering tree and maximal multisets for
w = abab.

4.3. Compute the set of edges

In the following, we study characterize candidate multisets that are obtained
using a transition from a given w-candidate.
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{(a,2) ,(b,2)}

{(b,2) ,(aa,1)} {(a,1),(b,1),(ab,1)} {(a,1),(b,1),(ba,1)}

{(ba ,2)}{(ab ,2)}

{(a,2),(bb,1)}

{(b,1) , (aab,1)} {(aa,1) , (bb,1)} {(b,1) , (aba,1)} {(ab,1) , (ba,1)}{(a,1) , (abb,1)} {(a,1) , (bab,1)} {(b,1) , (baa,1)}

{(abab ,1)}{(aabb,1)}

{(a,1) , (bba,1)}

{(bbaa ,1)}{(abba ,1)} {(baab ,1)}{(baba ,1)}

Figure 2: The transition Graph Tabab. The edges of the covering tree are bold are the others

are dotted. Square boxes contain valid multisets and boxes filled with grey are maximal valid

multisets.

The frequency predicate. For a fixed multiset M = 〈X, f〉, a frequency function
threshold : Σ∗ 7→ N, two words v, a ∈ X , the set I(M, v, a, threshold) is the set
of integers such that the multiset obtained by the operation extend(M, v, a, i)
satisfies the predicate pfreq. Since the operation extend modifies the number of
occurrences of words v, a and va, I(M, v, a, threshold) is the set of integers i
such that, the values f(v) − i, f(a) − i and f(va) + i are either equal to 0, or
greater than the value obtained with the frequency function freq.

Example 4. Given a multiset M = {(a, 3), (b, 2), (bc, 5)}, and a frequency func-
tion such that freq(a) = 2 for all a ∈ Σ, the set I(M, bc, a, freq) is equal to
{3}. Indeed, one needs to add at least 2 occurrences of the words bca or the
obtained multiset will not satisfy pfreq. If i = 2, we have extend(M, bc, a, 2) =
{(a, 1), (b, 2), (bc, 3), (bca, 2)}. This multiset does not satisfy pfreq because there
is only one occurrence of the word a.
If i = 3, we have extend(M, v, a, i) = {(b, 2), (bc, 2), (bca, 3)}, which satisfies
pfreq

In Lemma 4, we give a characterization of I(M, v, a, threshold) for v 6= a
and in Lemma 5, we do the same for v = a.

Lemma 4. Let w ∈ Σ+ be a word, threshold : Σ∗ 7→ N a frequency function,
M = 〈X, f〉 a w-candidate satisfying pfreq, v ∈ X a word of M , a ∈ X ∩ Σ be
a letter, such that v 6= a. The set I(M, v, a, threshold) is equal to2:

1. [max{threshold(va)−f(va), 1}, . . . ,min{f(v)−threshold(v), f(a)−threshold(a)}]∪
min{f(v), f(a)}, if either f(v) = f(a) or f(v) − f(a) ≥ threshold(v) or
f(a)− f(v) ≥ threshold(a)

2. [max{threshold(va)−f(va), 1}, . . . ,min{f(v)−threshold(v), f(a)−threshold(a)}],
otherwise.

2Here, we consider that if the maximum value of an interval is less than its minimum value,

then the interval is empty
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Proof. For all word u ∈ X , we have f(u) ≥ q, since M satisfies pfreq. Let i ∈ N∗

and M ′ = extend(M, v, a, i). We show that M ′ satisfies pfreq iff i belongs to the
intervals described in the lemma. We partition N∗ into five different intervals
in order to prove the result:

1. if i < max{threshold(va) − f(va), 1}, then M ′ does not satisfy pfreq.
Indeed, if max{threshold(va) − f(va), 1} = 1, then i /∈ N∗ which is a
contradiction. Also, if max{threshold(va) − f(va), 1} = threshold(va)−
f(va), then f(va) = 0 (since f(va) is either equal to 0 or greater than
threshold(va)) and i < threshold(va), which means that 0 < f ′(va) <
threshold(va) and the multiset M ′ does not satisfy pfreq.

2. if i ∈ [max{threshold(va)−f(va), 1}, . . . ,min{f(v)−threshold(v), f(a)−
threshold(a)}], then M ′ is a w-candidate. Indeed we have,

• either f(va) = 0 or f(va) ≥ threshold(va). If f(va) = 0, then
i ≥ threshold(va). If f(va) ≥ threshold(va), then i ≥ 1. In both
cases, f ′(va) ≥ threshold(va).

• f ′(v) ≥ threshold(v) and f ′(a) ≥ threshold(a) since i ≤ min{f(v)−
threshold(v), f(a)−threshold(a)} and f(v)−min{f(v), f(a)}+q ≥ q.

3. if min{f(v) − threshold(v), f(a) − threshold(a)} < i < min{f(v), f(a)},
then either 0 < f ′(v) < threshold(v) or 0 < f ′(a) < threshold(a) and M ′

is not a w-candidate,

4. if i = min{f(v), f(a)}, then M ′ satisfies pfreq if and only if

• either f ′(v) = 0 and f ′(a) ≥ threshold(a), or f ′(v) ≥ threshold(v)
and f ′(a) = 0.

• either f ′(v) = 0 and f ′(a) = 0, meaning that f(v) = f(a) =
min{f(v), f(a)}.

5. if i > min{f(v), f(a)}, then either i > f(v) or i > f(a) and the sum of
the occurrences of each letter is not the same for M and M ′, which means
that M ′ is not a a w-candidate.

Lemma 5. Let w ∈ Σ+ be a word, q ∈ N∗ a quorum, M = 〈X, f〉 a w-candidate
and a ∈ X ∩ Σ be a letter. The set I(M,a, a, threshold) is equal to:

1. [max{threshold(va) − f(va), 1}, . . . , ⌊ f(a)−threshold(a)
2 ⌋] ∪ f(a)

2 , if f(a) is

even and f(va) + f(a)
2 ≥ threshold(va).

2. [max{threshold(va)− f(va), 1}, . . . , ⌊ f(a)−threshold(a)
2 ⌋], otherwise.

Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.

Other predicates. The predicates pnb and plength are antimonotonic when used
with relation ≤ or < and monotonic with relation ≥ or >. The test of those
predicates can be made locally, when the algorithms add a word va. Using
proper data structure, to check whether the constraint is satisfied can be made
in constant time.

12



The monotonicity of the predicate plang depends on the language recognized
by the finite state machine. If for all word u ∈ L, all prefixes of u are also in L,
then the predicate is antimonotonic. If for all word u ∈ L, all suffixes of u are
also in L, then the predicate is monotonic. If the predicate is not antimonotonic,
it is needed to check, each time a word va is added, whether all the words of
the multiset are in L.

5. Algorithm and Complexity Analysis

5.1. Presentation of the algorithm

Our algorithm searches the covering tree (Mw , Fw) in a depth first man-
ner. This guarantees that a frequent multiset is generated at most once. Also,
Lemma 3 guarantees that all frequent multisets are generated.

Algorithm 1: Generator(M , P , w)

Data: A multiset M = 〈X, f〉, a set of predicates P , a word w.
begin1

forall v ∈ X do2

forall a ∈ X ∩ Σ do3

if va = maxmil{X ∪ va} then4

if I(M, v, a) 6= ∅ then5

i = min(I(M,v, a))6

M ′ = extend(M,v, a, i)7

if M is (w,P )-valid then8

Generator(M ′, P , w)9

end10

end11

end12

end13

end14

end15

The algorithm Generator starts with the multiset M0
w.

Theorem 1. Let w be a word over a finite alphabet Σ and a set of predicates
P . The algorithm Generator generates all (w,P )-valid multisets without redun-
dancy.

5.2. Complexity of the algorithm

The general case.. The complexity of the algorithm Generator mostly depends
on the complexity of the problem of checking whether a multiset is (w,P )-valid,
for a fixed set of predicates P . This problem is known to be NP-complete in
the general case, according to the following theorem.

Theorem 2. [10] Let X be a set of words and w a word. The problem of
deciding if w ∈

⊔⊔

v∈X

v is NP-complete.
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Since a set of words is a particular case of a multiset of words, Theorem 2
also holds for multiset of words. Using a result of [7], we can also show that
checking whether a multiset M partitions a word w remains an NP-complete
problem even if we use the restriction pdist with a distance greater or equal to
1.

In the following, we prove that unless P = NP , there is no polynomial
time algorithm to check if a multiset partitions a word, even knowing that its
predecessors in the transition graph do.

Problem :. Incremental Shuffle Product Checking

Input :. an alphabet Σ, a word w ∈ Σ+, a multiset M that partitions w and a
multiset M ′ such that (M,M ′) ∈ Fw.

Question :. Does M ′ partitions w?

Theorem 3. Unless P = NP , there is no polynomial algorithm to solve Incre-
mental Shuffle Product Checking.

Proof. Suppose there exists a polynomial algorithm to solve Incremental Shuffle
Product Checking. According to Corollary 1, for all w-candidate multiset M ,
there exist a path of length less than |w| from the multiset M0

w to the multiset
M . Such a path can be computed in polynomial time and stored in polynomial
space, starting from M and computing each predecessor 〈X, f〉 of a multiset
〈Y, g〉 in the covering tree, that is to say

〈X, f〉 = 〈Y, g〉 ⊖ {(va, i} ⊕ {(v, i)} ⊕ {(a, i)},

where va = maxmil(Y ) and i is the smallest integer such that 〈X, f〉 ∈ Mw.
Recall that by definition, M0

w partitions the word w. If there is a polynomial
algorithm to solve Incremental Shuffle Product Checking, then there is a poly-
nomial algorithm to decide whether M partitions w. Though, according to
Theorem 2 such a decision problem is NP-complete. Unless P 6= NP , there is
a contradiction.

Corollary 2. The algorithm Generator has an exponential time complexity and
a polynomial space complexity in the general case.

Theorem 4. For a fixed set of predicates P , P ′ ⊆ P a subset of antimonotonic
predicates and a fixed word w, let Mw,P ′ be the set of (w,P ′)-valid multisets.
Suppose the oracle that check whether a multiset M is (w,P )-valid has a time
complexity t(|M |, |w|, P ), then the algorithm Generator has

O(t(|M |, |w|, P ) × |w|2 × |Σ| × |Mw,P ′ |)

time complexity and polynomial space complexity.
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Proof. Each call costs |w|2 × |Σ| since to check whether va is maximal in the
military order can be done in O(|w|). Indeed the words of M are totally ordered
and so it suffices to compare va to the maximal one. The smallest i ∈ Iw(M, v, a)
can be computed in constant time and the update of M can be done in linear
time. From Lemma 1, it is known that the depth of recursive calls is bounded
by O(|w|). The result follows.

Particular cases.. For a fixed k ∈ N∗, if a multiset M satisfies pnb(M,≤, k),
then it can be checked in O(|w|k) time whether M partitions a word w. Indeed,
an automaton with at most O(|w|k) states, recognizing

⊔⊔

M , can be built.
This includes classical sequence mining.
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